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Abstract: In this paper, a static state observer algorithm based on the static equilibrium position is
proposed, which can realize accurate control of electric vehicle height adjustment with existing road
excitation. The existence of road excitation can lead to deflection variation of the electronically
controlled air suspension (ECAS). The use of only dynamic deflection as the reference for the
electric vehicle height adjustment will produce great errors. Therefore, this paper provides an
observation algorithm, which can realize the accurate control of vehicle height. Firstly, the static
equilibrium position equation of suspension is derived according to the theory of hydrodynamics
and characteristics of pneumatic chamber. Secondly, a vehicle dynamics model with seven degrees of
freedom (7-DOF) is established and the kinetic equations are discretized. Then, the unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) algorithm is used to obtain the static equilibrium position of vehicle. According to the
vehicle static equilibrium position obtained by UKF, the height of the vehicle is adjusted by using a
fuzzy controller. The simulation and experimental results show that this proposed algorithm can
realize the control of vehicle height with an accuracy of over 96%, which ensures the excellent driving
performance of vehicles under different road conditions.

Keywords: stochastic road excitation; static equilibrium position; unscented Kalman state observation
algorithm; height adjustment of electric vehicles; electronically controlled air suspension (ECAS)

1. Introduction

The electric vehicle semi-active suspension system has attracted more and more attention [1–4]
because it can effectively improve the ride comfort, handling stability and trafficability to ensure
the comfort of passengers, the integrity of goods and the safety of driving [5–7]. The electronically
controlled air suspension (ECAS) belongs to the semi-active suspension class. It has been widely used in
commercial vehicles [8], railway vehicles [9], passenger vehicles [10] and agricultural machines [11,12]
because of its advantages of adjustable stiffness and height. In the past few years, the research on air
suspension systems has mainly focused on three aspects: air suspension analysis modeling [13–17],
electronic control system [18–22] and vehicle height control algorithms [23–30].

In the 1980s, European countries and the U.S. designed electronic control units on the basis of
the traditional passive air suspension so that the ECAS concept was formed. With the development
of electronic control technology, more and more attention has been paid to the improvement of
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vehicle driving performance. New progress has been made in the study of vehicle height and
vehicle performance and many scholars have concentrated on the study of vehicle height control
algorithms. The fault tolerant control algorithm was applied to the height adjustment of air suspension
by Kim and Lee et al. and effective control effect was achieved [28,29]. Subsequently, they designed a
vehicle sliding mode controller based on feedback linearization and established four state observers
for internal pressure of the air suspension in order to improve the accuracy of vehicle height
adjustment [30]. Chen et al. established a kinetic model of 1/4 air suspension for agricultural vehicles.
The single neuron adaptive PID (SNA-PID) controller was used to adjust the height of vehicles with
the existence of road excitation by using height sensors. Compared with the traditional fuzzy-PID
controller, the accuracy and the efficiency of this control algorithm was effectively improved [11].
Xu et al. established a mathematical model of a vehicle height adjustment system with random
disturbance which was regarded as a nonlinear system. This system was decoupled by using the
theory of differential geometry and the variable structure control (VSC) method was used to stabilize
the system [22]. Then, Xu et al. used three height sensors to establish a three points measuring system
so as to establish a mathematical model of vehicle height adjustment. On this basis, the hierarchical
control method was proposed by using the VSC technique and fuzzy control theory. The application
of this method ensured the stabilization of the system and met the height requirements [23]. Sun et al.
established a nonlinear model of vehicle height adjustment with a variable mass inflation/deflation
system based on the theory of vehicle system dynamics and thermodynamics. Then, the framework
of mixed logical dynamics (MLD) was used to solve the continuous/discrete dynamics problems by
controlling the switching state of the solenoid valve in the process of vehicle height adjustment [24].
On the basis of the previous results, they proposed a correction algorithm based on pulse width
modulation (PWM) technology, which was used to control the duration of the solenoid valve switch
state, so that the control accuracy of height, roll angle and pitch angle could be better realized in the
process of height adjustment. The experimental results proved that the control algorithm could control
the vehicle attitude [25,27].

However, little attention has been paid to the relationship between the vehicle height and the mass
flow rate in the process of pneumatic spring inflating/deflating. The suspension static equilibrium
position refers to the ratio of suspension load to suspension stiffness when the vehicle is stationary.
The static equilibrium position is constant as long as the sprung mass and suspension stiffness remain
constant. If there is no gas exchange and the mass flow in the pipeline is zero, the stiffness of the
pneumatic spring is constant after the gas reaches its steady state through a self-balancing process.
Therefore, the static equilibrium position is related to the inflating/deflating process. When a vehicle is
running on a different road, the target height is different [24]. It’s necessary to adjust the vehicle height
according to road conditions in real time, so as to ensure the good handling stability and trafficability
of vehicles. If the reference variables selected are inaccurate or even lacking an effective reference to
judge whether the vehicle height has reached its target value, it’s difficult to reasonably control the
vehicle body attitude in the process of movement and ensure normal driving. In this case, the vehicle
height sensors can only detect the changes of suspension dynamic deflections which is related to
the road excitation, but it’s difficult to obtain the actual air suspension height changes caused by
inflating/deflating. The static equilibrium position can be used to adjust the vehicle height because
it doesn’t change without inflating/deflating. The main feature of this paper is the use of the static
equilibrium position to realize precise adjustment of vehicle height under different road conditions.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the principle of the ECAS
system is introduced. A seven degrees of freedom (7-DOF) dynamic model of a vehicle is established.
Then, a simulation model of ECAS is established. According to hydrodynamics theory and the
pneumatic chamber characteristics, a mathematical model of the air suspension is established and
the expression of suspension static equilibrium position is derived. The control strategy used in this
paper is put forward in Section 3. Based on the discretization of dynamic equations and unscented
transformation of state variables, the static equilibrium position of the suspension is obtained using
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the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) state observer. Then, the designed fuzzy controller is used to adjust
the vehicle height. In Section 4, the dynamic model is verified by simulation. This model is simulated
on the CarSim-AMESim-Simulink joint simulation platform using parameters obtained from CarSim
and AMESim. Different excitation conditions in the simulation are set as follows: the vehicle height
lifts/lowers 0.03 m without road excitation, the height rises 0.03 m when the vehicle is passing over a
speed bump, the height falls 0.03 m when vehicle is running at 90 km/h speed on a B level typical
road. In Section 5, vehicle experiments are carried out. The models and algorithm used for simulation
are verified by real vehicle experiments. Then, the conclusions of the experiments and simulations are
discussed and summarized in Section 6.

2. System Modeling

2.1. ECAS System

The main components of an ECAS system include the air suspension, ECU, gas tank, valves
(including solenoid valve group and check valves), sensors (including height sensors and pressure
sensors), air pump, dryer and silencer, etc. The schematic diagram of an ECAS system is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of electronically controlled air suspension system.

The working principle of the ECAS system is described as follows: after receiving the height and
pressure signals, the ECU determines the current state of the vehicle through signals such as speed and
pedal signals, etc. The vehicle height can be adjusted by the switching operation of the solenoid valves
according to the control strategy stored in the ECU. There are eight solenoid valves in the solenoid
valve group, including four intake solenoid valves and four exhaust solenoid valves, respectively.
When the ECU receives a vehicle height lifting command, an intake solenoid valve is opened and gas
enters into four pneumatic chambers from a gas tank to lift the vehicle height. Similarly, when the
vehicle needs to lower its height, gas is released from the pneumatic chambers into the atmosphere
through exhaust solenoid valves and the check valve B so as to reduce the vehicle height. When the
gas tank pressure is lower than the calibrated pressure value, check valve A is opened and the air
pump begins to inflate the gas tank.

The stiffness characteristic of the ECAS are nonlinear. The stiffness of air springs is approximately
linear when the vehicle height is in a normal range. The deflection of vehicle suspension has a wide
fluctuation and its stiffness characteristics re nonlinear when the vehicle is running on a rough road or
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in a situation of sharp turning and sharp braking. In order to ensure the superior driving performance
of the vehicle under different road conditions, the controller needs to adjust the stiffness and height of
the suspension by inflating/deflating as needed.

2.2. Model of Vehicle Dynamics

A vehicle dynamic model with nonlinear elastic characteristics of pneumatic spring is established.
The 7-DOF dynamic model includes vertical motion and longitudinal motion. It is shown in Figure 2.
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In this paper, the influence of vehicle height on vehicle ride comfort and vehicle attitude stability is
studied when the vehicle is running in the longitudinal direction while the speed and road conditions
are different. The main content of this model is the effect of air suspension on vehicle ride comfort
and the vehicle handling and stability are not studied. Therefore, in order to make the modeling
more pertinent and eliminate the influence of tire slip on vehicle body attitude, it is assumed that tire
movement is pure rolling and wheel rotation is neglected in the process of modeling [31]. Sprung mass
is regarded as a rigid body with lumped mass and tires are simplified to the combination of a rigid body
with lumped mass and spring with equivalent stiffness Kt. It is neglected that the effect of air resistance
and the vehicle speed is constant in the process of vehicle driving. Furthermore, the air suspension
does not collide with the bumper block in the working process. According to Newton’s second law,
a dynamic system model can be established as follows. Movement equation of vehicle body centroid
is established as follows:
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Pitch movement equation of vehicle body is established as follows:
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Roll movement equation of vehicle body is established as follows:
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Vertical motion equations of wheels are established as follows:
mw f l

..
zw f l = Kt f l

(
zg f l − zw f l

)
+ Fs f l + Cs f l

( .
zb f l −

.
zw f l

)
mw f r

..
zw f r = Kt f r

(
zg f r − zw f r

)
+ Fs f r + Cs f r

( .
zb f r −

.
zw f r

)
mwrl

..
zwrl = Ktrl

(
zgrl − zwrl

)
+ Fsrl + Csrl

( .
zbrl −

.
zwrl

)
mwrr

..
zwrr = Ktrr

(
zgrr − zwrr

)
+ Fsrr + Csrr

( .
zbrr −

.
zwrr

)
(4)

Vertical displacement of suspensions are described as follows:
zb f l = zb − aθ + 0.5 · B f ϕ = zb − aθ + 0.5 · Bϕ

zb f r = zb − aθ − 0.5 · B f ϕ = zb − aθ − 0.5 · Bϕ

zbrl = zb + bθ + 0.5 · Br ϕ = zb + bθ + 0.5 · Bϕ

zbrr = zb + bθ − 0.5 · Br ϕ = zb + bθ − 0.5 · Bϕ

(5)

The elastic force of the pneumatic springs are shown as follows:
Fs f l = Pf l A f l
Fs f r = Pf r A f r
Fsrl = Prl Arl
Fsrr = Prr Arr

(6)

where, mb and zb are the sprung mass and displacement of vehicle body centroid, respectively; mwi
and zwi are the unsprung mass and displacement of the suspension, respectively; Fsi is the pneumatic
spring force; zbi is the suspension vertical displacement; hp and hr are the centroid heights of the sprung
mass to the pitch and the roll center, respectively; zgi is the road excitation; a and b are the distances
from the centroid to the front axle and rear axle, respectively and the wheelbase L = a + b; Bf and Br

are the front track and rear track, supposing Bf = Br = B; θ and ϕ are the pitch angle and roll angle,
respectively; Iθ and Iϕ are the pitch inertia and roll inertia, respectively; Pi is the relative gas pressure
in the pneumatic chamber; Ai is the effective area of the pneumatic chamber; the subscripts i are fl, fr,
rl and rr which are pertinent to front-left, front-right, rear-left and rear-right, respectively.

2.3. Model of Air Suspension

The height adjustment process of a pneumatic spring is nonlinear. The parameters such as volume,
temperature, pressure and mass flow change with the adjustment process. In the modeling process,
it’s assumed that the gas is regarded as an ideal gas. The inflating/deflating process of the pneumatic
chamber is equivalent to an adiabatic process without heat exchange and energy loss [32]. The gas
tank is an adiabatic container [33]. The state equation of an ideal gas [34] is as follow:

PVn = P0Vn
0 + RT0m (7)

where, P and V are the pressure and volume during the process of inflating/deflating, respectively;
P0 and V0 are the initial pressure and volume of the pneumatic chamber, respectively; n is the gas
adiabatic exponent and n = 1.4 in an adiabatic process; R is the gas constant; m is the amount of material
of the gas.

A diaphragm pneumatic spring is studied in this paper and the spring force is written as follows:

F = PA = [P0

(
V0

V

)n
− Pa]A (8)

where, Pa is the atmospheric pressure; A is the effective area of the pneumatic chamber.
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The stiffness expression of air spring is shown in Equation (9):

K =
dF
ds

= P0
nA2

V0
+ (P − Pa)

dA
ds

(9)

where, dA is the change of the effective area when the height of the pneumatic chamber changes.
The height adjustment is achieved through the inflation/deflation process. The gas tank is

a high pressure vessel and gas flows into the pneumatic chamber during the inflation process.
Conversely, the pneumatic chamber is a high pressure vessel and gas flows into the atmosphere
during the deflation process. The physical model is shown in Figure 3. During the inflating/deflating
processes, the gas mass flow is directly related to the pressure ratio σ of the high-pressure gas source
and low-pressure gas source, let σ = Phigh/Plow. According to Bernoulli’s principle, the gas velocity in
the pipeline is as follows:

u = Cq

√√√√ 2nPhigh

(n − 1)ρhigh

[
1 −

(
2

n + 1

) n+1
n−1
]

(10)

q = Aeρlowu = Cq AeρPhigh

√
2n

RThigh(n − 1)ρhigh

[
σ

2
n − σ

n+1
n

]
(11)

where, Cq is the flow coefficient; ρhigh and ρlow are the density of gas inside the high pressure vessel
and the low pressure vessel, respectively.
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The derivative of qs to σ can be obtained as follows:

.
q = Cq

AePhigh

(
2
n σ

2−n
n − n+1

n σ
1
n

)
2
√

2n
RThigh(n−1)

(
σ

2
n − σ

n+1
n

) (12)

where, let
.
q = 0 and n = 1.4, here, σ = 0.52828, which is called the critical pressure ratio.

If 0 < σ ≤ 0.52828, the velocity of gas in the pipeline reaches the speed of sound. The mass flow
rate of gas in the pipeline reaches the maximum value here and can be expressed as follows:

qsmax = Cq AePhigh

√√√√ n
RThigh

(
2

n + 1

) n+1
n−1

(13)
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If 0.52828 < σ ≤ 1, the mass flow rate of gas is expressed as follows:

qs = Cq AePhigh

√
2n

RThigh(n − 1)

[
σ

2
n − σ

n+1
n

]
(14)

where, Ae is the throttle area of solenoid valve; Thigh is the temperature inside the high pressure vessel.
According to the first law of thermodynamics [33], the pressure gradient equation of gas during

inflating/deflating is only related to the mass flow rate of gas qs and can be expressed as:

dP
dt

=
nRTqs − nPA

( .
z2 −

.
z1
)

V0 + A(z2 − z1)
(15)

where, z1 denotes the displacement of the unsprung mass; z2 denotes the displacement of the sprung
mass;

.
z1 denotes the vertical speed of the unsprung mass;

.
z2 denotes the vertical speed of the

sprung mass.
It’s assumed that solenoid valve is closed at this time, mass flow qs in pipeline is zero and there is

no gas exchange between the pneumatic chamber and the atmosphere. The static equilibrium position
does not change after the gas in pneumatic chamber recovers from the current state to the equilibrium
state, which is the same as a traditional suspension. According to the first law of thermodynamics and
Equation (7), the change process of gas state is shown as:

Pi(V0 + Ahi)
n = Pt(V0 + Aht)

n (16)

where, Pi and hi are the pressure inside the pneumatic chamber and displacement of the suspension
when the solenoid valve is closed, respectively; Pt and ht are the pressure inside the pneumatic chamber
and suspension displacement, respectively. The suspension lever ratio is set to 1, consequently the
volume of pneumatic chamber is proportional to the suspension displacement.

If there is no road excitation, the suspension deflection change measured by the height
sensor is consistent with the change of suspension height during the process of inflation/deflation.
Therefore, the suspension static deflection can be used to adjust the vehicle height. However, when road
excitation exists, the suspension height change determined by the ECU includes not only the vehicle
height change during inflating/deflating, but also the transient change caused by road excitation.
At this time the height change detected by the height sensor, namely the suspension dynamic deflection,
can’t reflect the actual change of vehicle height. Therefore, the static equilibrium position ht is proposed
to solve the dynamic adjustment of vehicle height problem. However, ht can’t be obtained directly
by measurement and needs to be observed by a state observer. According to Equation (16), ht can be
described as:

ht =
1
A

(
Pi
Pt

) 1
n
(V0 + Ahi)−

V0

A
(17)

The change rate of the static equilibrium position can be obtained according to Equation (15) and
the derivative of Equation (17), which is written as:

.
ht =

RTqs

APt

(
Pi
Pt

) 1
n −1

(18)

According to Equations (17) and (18), it is known that the static equilibrium position is
independent of the external excitation and only related to the existence of the inflating/deflating
process. This feature allows us to select it as a reference for vehicle height controlling.
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3. Control Strategy of Vehicle Height Regulation

In general, actual vehicle height is compared with target height to determine whether the vehicle
height has reacheed the target height. The control strategy selected in this paper is to use the static
equilibrium position instead of suspension dynamic deflection as the adjustment basis. In order to
verify the effectiveness of the control strategy, the dynamic deflection (as shown in Figure 4a) and
the static equilibrium position (as shown in Figure 4b) are used to study the control effect. In the
adjustment process, different target values are set according to different road conditions. The solenoid
valve is closed when the static equilibrium position reaches the target value through the designed state
observer. Subsequently, gas in the pneumatic spring will gradually reach steady state, such as curve A
in Figure 5. Otherwise, there will be undesirable phenomena, such as repeated adjustment of height
and over-inflating/over-deflating phenomena, which are shown as curve B in Figure 5.
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3.1. The Establishment of State Observer

The vehicle observation algorithm is designed to observe the static equilibrium positions.
Vertical velocity of vehicle body centroid

.
z, pitch angle change rate

.
θ, roll angle change rate

.
ϕ, vertical

velocity of unsprung mass zwi, the suspension dynamic deflection zbi-zwi, the deformation of tire zwi-zgi,
the suspension static equilibrium position hi and pressure inside the pneumatic chamber Pi are selected
as the measurement variables and state equation are established as follows:

x = [
.
z,

.
θ,

.
ϕ, zw f l , zw f r, zwrl , zwrr, zb f l − zw f l , zb f r − zw f r, zbrl − zwrl , zbrr − zwrr,

zw f l − zw f l , zw f r − zw f r, zwrl − zwrl , zwrr − zwrr, h f l , h f r, hrl , hrr, Pf l , Pf r, Prl , Prr]T
(19)

and the outputs are selected as follows:

y = [zb f l − zw f l , zb f r − zw f r, zbrl − zwrl , zbrr − zwrr, h f l , h f r, hrl , hrr] (20)

The state equation of ECAS system is depicted as follows:{
x = f(x) + g · ω

y = v + h(x)
(21)

where:

f(x) =



(Ax20 + Ax21 + Ax22 + Ax23 − 4APa − mbg − f f l − f f r − frl − frr)/mb[
b(Ax22 + Ax23 − frl − frr − 2APa − mrg)− a

(
Ax20 + Ax21 − f f l − f f r − 2APa − m f g

)]
/Iθ[

B
(

Ax20 + Ax22 − Ax21 − Ax23 − f f l − frl + f f r + frr

)
+ mbg

]
/Iϕ(

f f l − Ax20 + APa − Mtg − Ktx12

)
/Mt(

f f r − Ax21 + APa − Mtg − Ktx13

)
/Mt

( frl − Ax22 + APa − Mtg − Ktx14)/Mt

( frr − Ax23 + APa − Mtg − Ktx15)/Mt

x1 − ax2 + Bx3 − x4

x1 − ax2 − Bx3 − x5

x1 + bx2 + Bx3 − x6

x1 + bx2 − Bx3 − x7

x4

x5

x6

x7

RTqs f l

(
x20/Pf l

)1/n−1
/APf l

RTqs f r

(
x21/Pf r

)1/n−1
/APf r

RTqsrl(x22/Prl)
1/n−1/APrl

RTqsrr(x23/Prr)
1/n−1/APrr(

nRTqs f l − nx20 Ax8

)
/(V0 + Ax8)(

nRTqs f r − nx21 Ax9

)
/(V0 + Ax9)

(nRTqsrl − nx22 Ax10)/(V0 + Ax10)

(nRTqsrr − nx23 Ax11)/(V0 + Ax11)



(22)

g = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]T (23)
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h(x) =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0


x (24)

with w is process excitation noise, w =
.
zgi; v is process observation noise.

The time step is ∆T = 0.01 and the discretization of Equation (21) can be obtained as follows:

xk+1 = F(xk) + Gwk (25)

F(xk) = ∆T · f(xk) + xk (26)

G = g · ∆T (27)

3.2. Unscented Kalman Filter Algorithm

The Kalman filter algorithm generally uses feedback control to estimate process states [35].
The ECAS system is a nonlinear system, hence suitable for the extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm
and unscented Kalman filter (UKF) algorithm. However, EKF only retains the first order approximation,
which leads to the generation of linear errors [36]. Moreover, the EKF relies on the derivation of the
Jacobian matrix, so it requires a continuous adjustable state function and measurement function.
However, UKF relies on the unscented transformation (UT), which avoids the tedious process of
Jacobian matrix derivation and equations are not linearized using this algorithm, which can effectively
improve the calculation accuracy [37]. The process of UT is as follows: the sampling points are
substituted into nonlinear functions of the system, whose mean and variance are equal to the original
state distribution. The transformed sample points are used to represent the probability density function
of the Gauss density approximate state, so that the sample parameters have at least second-order
accuracy. The Sigma transform is frequently used for UT. Suppose there is a nonlinear system y = f (x),
the dimension of the state vector x is v. The mean and variance of points in the state distribution are x̄
and P, respectively. The Sigma points X and the relevant weight ω can be obtained by the following
Equations (28) and (29), respectively:

X(0) = X̄, i = 0
X(i) = X̄ +

√
(v + λ)P, i = 1, · · · , v

X(i) = X̄ −
√
(v + λ)P, i = v + 1, · · · , 2v

(28)


ω
(0)
m = λ

v+λ

ω
(0)
c = λ

v+λ +
(
1 − α2 + β

)
ω
(i)
m = ω

(i)
c = λ

2(v+λ)
, i = 1, · · · , 2v

(29)

where, m denotes mean; c denotes variance; λ is scaling factor; α stands for the distribution state of
sampling points; β denotes nonnegative weight coefficient.

The UKF iteration is carried out using discretization Equations (25)–(27) and this specific process
is shown in Figure 6. Using iterative results, suspension deflection and static equilibrium position can
be used to adjust vehicle height, so as to compare control effect of different control strategies.
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3.3. Fuzzy Controller

Since the solenoid valve used in the experiment is a switch solenoid valve, it has only two states of
open and closed. The use of the fuzzy controller to output PWM can quickly control the switch of the
solenoid valve and reduce the system delay so as to reduce the effect of the experimental environment
on the experimental results to the maximum extent. At the same time, the rules of the fuzzy controller
are easily modified and implemented. Moreover, the accuracy of the air suspension model does not
need to be considered in the fuzzy controller and the adjustment process of suspension height can be
optimized in real time. Therefore, a fuzzy controller is used to adjust the height of the vehicle.

The height adjustment of the ECAS system is realized by using PWM to control the solenoid valve.
In the process of adjustment, input variables are the difference e between the target height of vehicle
and the static equilibrium position and variation rate de of the difference, respectively. The PWM
duty cycle is used as the output variable u. Maximum change ranges of e, de and u can be obtained
through system responses with external disturbances. The fuzzy rules need to be modified repeatedly
according to the simulation results so as to get a good control effect. In order to ensure the accuracy of
the adjustments, the change ranges of inputs and output should be divided into as many intervals as
possible. In this paper, two input universes and an output universe of fuzzy controller are divided into
seven ranges, as follows:

E = [ NSS NS N Z P PB PBB ] (30)

DE = [ XXS XS S M L XL XXL ] (31)

U = [ NNS NS S M B PB PPB ] (32)

We set the membership function of input variables in Matlab/Simulink, as shown in Figure 7.
On the basis of the fuzzy controller designed in this paper, a Mamdani algorithm is adopted in the
inference engine and defuzzification is realized by using the centroid method.
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According to the inputs and output, 49 linguistic rules of Fuzzy controller are formulated to
achieve good control effect and its table is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The linguistic rules table.

DEE XXS XS S M L XL XXL

NSS NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS NS
NS NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS NS NS
N NNS NS NS S M B PB
Z S S M B PB PB PPB
P S M B B PB PPB PPB

PB M B B PB PPB PPB PPB
PPB B PB PB PPB PPB PPB PPB

4. Simulation

4.1. Paramaters of Model

The main parameters used in the model simulation are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of electric vehicle system.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

mb 1000 kg Cs 5 kNs/m
mt 42 kg Kt 232 kN/m
a 1.05 m A 78.54 cm2

b 1.6 m Ae 3.14 mm2

h 0.566 m L −60 ~ 50 mm
Iθ 2566.29 kg·m2 R 287 J/(kg K)
Iϕ 753.31 kg·m2 D 0.1 m
B 1.5 m g 9.81 m/s2

4.2. Model Comparision

Before the model simulation, the suspension height and the static equilibrium position in the
process of inflation/deflation are compared. Intake/exhaust solenoid valve is opened at 4 s and it is
closed at 6 s. The response curves are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. System responses after solenoid valves open at 2 s: (a) intake valve opening; (b) exhaust
valve opening.

According to the results, the length of the pipeline from the high pressure gas source to the
pneumatic chamber is about 2 m and the length from the pneumatic chamber to the atmosphere
is less than 0.5 m. Therefore, the rising height of the suspension is less than the lowering height,
as shown in Figure 8. When the solenoid valve opens at 2 s, the suspension height begins to
rise/decrease as the static equilibrium position rises/decreases. When the solenoid valve is closed at
6 s, the static equilibrium position observed by the state observer tends to be stable. The suspension
height is basically consistent with the static equilibrium after a period of time due to the hysteresis
of the inflating/deflating process. It is shown that the static equilibrium position is only related
to the inflating/deflating process and its change can reflect the change of actual suspension height.
Therefore, it can be used to control the suspension height and vehicle height.

4.3. Model Simulation

Simulation of the model is realized by the CarSim-AMESim-Simulink joint simulation
platform. An air suspension model is developed in AMESim and parameters are transmitted into
Matlab/Simulink through the S-Function. Parameters of the vehicle can be acquired by CarSim.
The control strategy is designed and implemented in Matlab/Simulink. Based on the simulation
results, curves are defined as follow: curve H-E denotes the curve of suspension height change
adjusted by the static equilibrium position; curve H-D denotes the curve of suspension height change
adjusted by the suspension deflection; curve C-E denotes the curve of vehicle centroid height change
adjusted by the static equilibrium position; curve C-D denotes the curve of centroid height change
adjusted by the suspension deflection.

4.3.1. Statics

When the vehicle is stationary, the target height is set to ±0.03 m. To effectively reflect the
system characteristics, height changes of the front left and rear left suspensions are displayed.
Vehicle parameters are shown in Table 2 and response curves are shown in Figures 9–12, respectively.
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Figure 10. System responses: (a) height change; (b) pitch angle change. 
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It can be seen from Figure 9, the height changes of the front left and rear left suspension
adjusted by deflection are 0.02996 and 0.02995 m, respectively, and the control accuracy is above 99%.
Height changes adjusted by the static equilibrium position are 0.03004 and 0.03001 m, respectively,
and the control accuracy is above 99%. Because there is no road excitation, the suspension deflection
can reflect suspension height changes. However, the static equilibrium position is only related to
the process of inflation/deflation, so solenoid valves are closed after reaching the target position.
According to Figure 10, the vehicle height changes based on suspension deflection and the static
equilibrium position are 0.0305 and 0.0301 m, respectively, and the adjustment accuracy is over 99%.
The error is less than the error given error in [22]. As the static equilibrium position is related to the
on-off state of solenoid valve, maximum pitch angle is 0.08◦, which is smaller than the 0.095◦ adjusted
by the suspension deflection.

Similarly, the deflating process is shown in Figures 11 and 12. The cross-sectional area of the
exhaust valve is smaller than that of intake valve, so the adjustment time is slightly longer. As can be
seen from Figure 11, the height changes of the front left and rear left suspensions adjusted by deflection
are 0.02956 m and 0.02939 m, respectively, and the control accuracy is above 98%. The height changes
adjusted by the static equilibrium position are 0.03026 m and 0.03001 m, respectively, and the control
accuracy is also above 98%. According to Figure 12, the height changes of the vehicle centroid based on
suspension deflection and the static equilibrium position are −0.03006 m and −0.03002 m, respectively.
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In the process of vehicle height lowering, the adjustment accuracy is over 99.6% and error is less than
the error given in [22].Energies 2018, 11, 455 15 of 26 
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Figure 12. System responses: (a) height change; (b) pitch angle change.

It’s known from the process of vehicle height lifting and lowering that the error of pitch angle is
not more than 0.1◦ and this control algorithm can effectively ensure the stability of the vehicle attitude.

4.3.2. Speed Control Bump

The vehicle speed is set to 20 km/h. Because of the influence of the vehicle wheelbase, there is a
lag between the excitation signal of the rear axle and the front axis and the signal inputs of the speed
control bump are shown in Figure 13. The vehicle target height is set to 0.03 m and the rising process is
disturbed by the speed control hump at 2 s. The response curves of system parameters are shown in
Figures 14 and 15.
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It is found from Figure 14 that the suspension deflection varies greatly at 2 s. The suspension
height changes adjusted by dynamic deflection are as follows: 0.02257, 0.0239, 0.02014 and 0.02133 m.
Suspension height changes adjusted by the static equilibrium position are as follows: 0.02995, 0.02994,
0.02998 and 0.02997 m. It can be seen that maximum error adjusted by dynamic deflection is over
0.006 m, which deviates from the target height. Furthermore, the height change of the vehicle centroid
is 0.02399 m and it doesn’t reach the desired height, as seen in Figure 15a. However, because the
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static equilibrium position of the air suspension has strong robustness, it’s not disturbed by the road
excitation. Therefore, when it is used to adjust suspension height, the effect of the excitation signal is
very small. The control accuracy is over 97%, which meets the actual requirement. The height change
of the vehicle centroid is 0.0305 m and its control accuracy can reach over 98.3%. Due to the interference
of the speed control bump, the pitch angle is 0.05◦ and vehicle produces a pitch motion after the height
is adjusted according to the suspension dynamic deflection. On the contrary, the vehicle body adjusted
according to the static equilibrium position will gradually converge to a stationary state after passing
over the speed bump. Therefore, the vehicle body posture adjusted by the static equilibrium position
is more stable.

4.3.3. B Level Typical with Speed 90 km/h

When the vehicle is running at 90 km/h speed on a B level typical road, it’s necessary to reduce
the vehicle height in order to improve handling stability and reduce the air resistance so as to extend
its mileage. Therefore, the ECU needs to send control commands to the actuator and the system
enters into economy mode. Target height is set to −0.03 m and the response curves are shown in
Figures 16 and 17.
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The suspension dynamic deflection can’t accurately indicate the actual suspension height change
because it varies with road irregularities. It can be seen from Figure 16 that the height changes of the
front left suspension and rear left suspension adjusted by dynamic deflection are −0.02774 m and
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−0.02703 m, respectively, and the control accuracy is lower than 93%. Height changes adjusted by the
static equilibrium position are 0.03001 m and 0.02993 m, respectively, and the control accuracy is also
above 99%. Therefore, the suspension height adjusted by dynamic deflection is far from the target
height of −0.03 m, which does not meet the precision requirements. The height change of the vehicle
centroid adjusted by dynamic deflection is 0.0282 m obtained from Figure 17, which doesn’t reach the
desired height.

The above simulation results show the failure of the control strategy based on the suspension
dynamic deflection. However, the static equilibrium position is not affected by the road excitation.
Accordingly, the static equilibrium position can ensure that the solenoid valve is closed when the
suspension height reaches the ideal height and it simultaneously has a stronger robustness, as seen
in Figure 16. From Figure 17, it’s known that the height change of vehicle centroid is 0.03035 m and
its accuracy is above 98%. Furthermore, the pitch angle and roll angle are 0.00008◦ and 0.00048◦

respectively, which can be effectively controlled by adjusting the suspension height so as to better
ensure the stability of the vehicle body attitude.

5. Experiments

The components used in a realistic vehicle experiment are shown in Figure 18. The air pump is
controlled by the ECU. There are two CAN buses for communication in the ECAS system. CAN1 bus is
used to realize the communication between the control box and the system, and the CAN0 bus is used
to download control programs into the ECU, collect height and pressure signals and communicate with
the ECU to control the solenoid valves. The baud rate of CAN bus communication is set to 500 kbits/s
and the cycle period of program is 20 ms. At the same time, the height signals and pressure signals of
vehicle are also collected and analysed through DEWESoft X2.
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5.1. Model Verification

Before the start of the experiment, the air suspension model, 7-DOF vehicle model and UKF
algorithm need to be verified. The air suspension model is verified based on the bench test and other
verifications are based on real vehicle tests.

5.1.1. Air Suspension Model Verification

Firstly, the air suspension on the vehicle is tested by bench tests and its characteristic stiffness
curve is shown in Figure 19. This curve shows the relationship between the pressure in pneumatic
chamber and the suspension height change. The initial absolute pressure of the air suspension is set to
4.54 bar and the suspension height is in the lowest position. Because the travel L of the air suspension
is −60–50 mm, air suspension is inflated to increase 110 mm. It can be obtained through the bench tests
that the pressure in air suspension is 5.423 bar when the height of the air suspension increases 0.04 m.
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Figure 20. Pressure changes: (a) inflating; (b) deflating. 
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Figure 19. Air suspension stiffness characteristics.

Simulation in AMESim using the air suspension parameters was used in the vehicle experiments.
When the suspension height increases 0.04 m from the lowest position, the pressure changes are as
shown in Figure 20a. As one can see from Figure 20a, the initial absolute pressure is 4.57 bar without
inflating and the gas pressure is 5.42 bar when the suspension height increases 0.04 m. The simulation
is in agreement with the experimental results. Although the instantaneous gas pressure is up to 6.0 bar
and in the process of inflating it takes slightly longer, this is only the excess pressure of the local gas
and the pressure is restored to 5.42 bar after the gas reaches the equilibrium state. When the suspension
height reduces 0.04 m, the pressure changes as shown in Figure 20b. The initial absolute pressure is
5.441 bar and the gas pressure is 4.62 bar when the deflating process has ended. The simulation results
show that model can effectively reflect the stiffness characteristics of the air suspension, so this model
is used in the simulation.
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calculated by the change of suspension height, pitch angle and roll angle. Pitch angle and roll angle 

can be obtained by a gyroscope. The simulation model is verified by comparison of the different 

centroid positions. When the vehicle is stationary, the heights of the front left and front right 

suspensions increase 0.04 m, respectively. The displacement of the vehicle centroid is calculated using 

the collected signals, which are then compared with the simulation results. Similarly, the heights of 

front left and rear left suspensions increase 0.04 m, respectively. The correctness and accuracy of the 
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5.1.2. 7-DOF Vehicle Model Verification

7-DOF vehicle model is verified by its centroid position. The centroid position of the vehicle body
in the simulation can be easily obtained, but in the experimental process, it needs to be calculated
by the change of suspension height, pitch angle and roll angle. Pitch angle and roll angle can be
obtained by a gyroscope. The simulation model is verified by comparison of the different centroid
positions. When the vehicle is stationary, the heights of the front left and front right suspensions
increase 0.04 m, respectively. The displacement of the vehicle centroid is calculated using the collected
signals, which are then compared with the simulation results. Similarly, the heights of front left
and rear left suspensions increase 0.04 m, respectively. The correctness and accuracy of the 7-DOF
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model are verified by the experiments described above. The simulation and experimental results are
compared, as shown in Figure 21.
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In Figure 21a, the experimental result is 0.59506 m and the simulation result is 0.59399 m. The error
is 0.00107 m. In Figure 21b, the experimental result is 0.59661 m and the simulation result is 0.59609 m.
The error is 0.00052 m. The errors of the experimental results may come from the uneven load of the
actual vehicle and the loss of gas in the pipeline. The error rate is less than 1%, so the error is within
the allowable range. This shows that the simulation results are basically consistent with the centroid
position of the vehicle calculated according to an actual vehicle. Therefore, in the process of vehicle
height adjustment, the centroid height of the vehicle is chosen as the basis for judging the stability of
the vehicle body attitude.

5.1.3. UKF Algorithm Verification

When the vehicle is running on the road, the vehicle height is adjusted. After a certain distance,
the height changes of the dynamic deflection and the static equilibrium position are compared.
Height and pressure signals are used by the UKF algorithm. We control the solenoid valves to
inflate and deflate the pneumatic chamber for a period of time, respectively. At 12 s, the vehicle stops
driving. The changes of vehicle suspension and the static equilibrium position of the front-left wheel
are shown in Figure 22, where it can be seen from Figure 22a that when the vehicle is driving, the error
between dynamic deflection and the static equilibrium position is caused by the road excitation.
When the vehicle stops, the height changes of the static equilibrium position obtained are 0.32365 m and
0.25028 m, respectively. The deflection changes are 0.32341 m and 0.25034 m, respectively. The errors
between the dynamic deflection and the static equilibrium position are 0.00024 m and 0.00006 m,
respectively, and the accuracy of model is over 99%. It can also be seen that from the closing time of
the solenoid valve to 12 s, the maximum error range between the dynamic deflection and the static
equilibrium position is 0.00667 mm. Then, the dynamic deflection reduces 0.002 m at 12 s and it’s
explained that the dynamic deflection does not correctly reflect the vehicle height change because of
the effect of road excitation.

When the solenoid valve is closed, there is an overshoot phenomenon in the adjustment process
of the static equilibrium position. Because it is related to pressure in the pipeline, the sudden closure
of a solenoid valve will cause an excessive local pressure and the overshoot phenomenon occurs, but
the pressure of a small amount of high pressure gas gradually reaches stability. When the solenoid
valve is just closed, the errors between the static equilibrium position and the suspension height are
0.00832 m and −0.0055 m, respectively. When the vehicle stops and the gas is completely stable,
the static equilibrium position is basically the same as the suspension height and is in line with the
desired accuracy.
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Figure 22. Height changes: (a) suspension inflating; (b) suspension deflating. 
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5.2. Experimental Verification

Because the 7-DOF vehicle model has been verified by a real vehicle, the centroid position of the
vehicle can be used as a reference for the vehicle height adjustment. According to the suspension
height adjusted by dynamic deflection and the static equilibrium position, the corresponding centroid
height can be obtained. All the experiments are carried out in a real vehicle.

5.2.1. Vehicle Is Static

When the vehicle is static, the target height is set at ±0.04 m, respectively. During the process of
inflating and deflating, the target heights of the centroid are set as 0.606 m and 0.566 m, respectively.
Height changes of the vehicle centroid without stochastic road excitation are shown in Figure 23 and
height errors are shown in Figure 24. After the inflating process, the centroid height adjusted according
to suspension deflection and the static equilibrium position are 0.60877 m and 0.60617 m, respectively,
as seen in Figure 23a. It can be seen from Figure 24a that the maximal height error of centroid position
adjusted by deflection is up to 0.00277 m. When the deflection reaches the target height, the ECU sends
instructions to close the solenoid valve. Because of the existence of hysteresis in the system, the excess
gas comes into the pneumatic chamber and an overshoot phenomenon occurs, as shown in Figure 23a.
However, the maximal height error of the centroid position adjusted by the static equilibrium position
is 0.00017 m and the error 0.425%. When the calculated static equilibrium position reaches the desired
target height, the solenoid valve is immediately closed and there will be little gas coming into the
pneumatic chamber so that overshoot phenomenon can be effectively eliminated. Similarly, after the
deflating process, the centroid height adjusted by suspension deflection and the static equilibrium
position are 0.56292 m and 0.56609 m, respectively, as seen in Figure 24b. The maximal height error
is up to 0.00308 m. The maximal height error adjusted by the static equilibrium position is up to
0.00009 m. In the process of inflating and deflating, the adjustment accuracy of centroid height adjusted
by the static equilibrium position is more than 99%. Therefore, the adjustment accuracy of the static
equilibrium position satisfies our needs. After the solenoid valve is closed, the static equilibrium
position gradually reaches the target height and the human body will be unable to perceive the
resulting tiny vibrations which can be ignored.
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Figure 23. Height changes: (a) height lifting; (b) height lowering. 
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Figure 24. Error changes: (a) height lifting; (b) height lowering. 
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5.2.2. Vehicle Is Running on the Road

When the vehicle is running on a poor road, the vehicle body vibration is strong and the vehicle
height increases 0.04 m, as seen in Figure 25a; while when the vehicle is running on a good road,
the handling stability of the vehicle is particularly important and the vehicle height needs to reduce
0.04 m, as seen in Figure 25b. In these processes, the target heights of the centroid are set to 0.606 m and
0.566 m, respectively. The vehicle begins to decelerate from the 5 s point and vehicle has completely
stopped at 10 s.

In the process of inflating, it can be known from Figure 25a that the centroid height adjusted
by dynamic deflection exceeds the target height. When the vehicle stops, the centroid height is
0.61448 m. The error is 0.00848 m and far beyond the desired height. However, the centroid height
adjusted by the static equilibrium position is 0.60654 m and its error is 0.00054 m, as seen in Figure 26a.
Experimental results show that vehicle height adjustment accuracy according to the static equilibrium
position is more than 97%. In the process of deflating, it can be known from Figure 25b that when
vehicle stops, the centroid height is 0.55448 m. The error is 0.01152 m and also far beyond the
desired height.
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However, the centroid height adjusted by the static equilibrium position is 0.565 m and error is 

0.001 m, as seen in Figure 26b. The experimental results show that dynamic adjustment accuracy of 
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experimental results, the static equilibrium position of suspension can not only realize static vehicle 

height adjustment, but also avoid the disturbance caused by road excitation during the vehicle 

driving process. The experimental results show that control strategy has good adaptability for 

different road conditions. The results illustrate that this proposed control strategy can meet the 

requirements. 
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Figure 26. Error changes: (a) height lifting; (b) height lowering. 

Furthermore, frequent switching of the solenoid valve will be caused by road excitation when 

the vehicle height, which is adjusted by suspension dynamic deflection, is close to the target height, 

as shown at 3–6 s in Figure 27a and 3–5 s in Figure 27b. Meanwhile, we can know that when the road 

excitation is strong, the state of the solenoid valve changes more brusquely by comparing Figures 

27a,b. This will seriously affect the stability and life of the ECAS system. Conversely, the static 

equilibrium position is not related to road excitation, so the solenoid valve will be closed only after 

the height reaches the target height. This is of great significance to reduce the noise disturbance, keep 

the system stable and prolong the life of the system. 

Figure 25. Height changes: (a) height lifting; (b) height lowering.

However, the centroid height adjusted by the static equilibrium position is 0.565 m and error
is 0.001 m, as seen in Figure 26b. The experimental results show that dynamic adjustment accuracy
of vehicle height is more than 98% according to the static equilibrium position. According to the
experimental results, the static equilibrium position of suspension can not only realize static vehicle
height adjustment, but also avoid the disturbance caused by road excitation during the vehicle driving
process. The experimental results show that control strategy has good adaptability for different road
conditions. The results illustrate that this proposed control strategy can meet the requirements.
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Figure 26. Error changes: (a) height lifting; (b) height lowering.

Furthermore, frequent switching of the solenoid valve will be caused by road excitation when
the vehicle height, which is adjusted by suspension dynamic deflection, is close to the target height,
as shown at 3–6 s in Figure 27a and 3–5 s in Figure 27b. Meanwhile, we can know that when the road
excitation is strong, the state of the solenoid valve changes more brusquely by comparing Figure 27a,b.
This will seriously affect the stability and life of the ECAS system. Conversely, the static equilibrium
position is not related to road excitation, so the solenoid valve will be closed only after the height
reaches the target height. This is of great significance to reduce the noise disturbance, keep the system
stable and prolong the life of the system.
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Figure 27. State of solenoid valve: (a) intake solenoid valve; (b) exhaust solenoid valve. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, a vehicle height adjustment algorithm based on the static equilibrium position of 

air suspension is proposed according to the gas flow characteristics of the air suspension in the 

process of inflating/deflating. The static equilibrium position is obtained using the unscented Kalman 

state observer. On this basis, a fuzzy controller is designed to realize height adjustment of the vehicle. 

The simulation results show that suspension height adjustment based on the static equilibrium 

position not only improves the accuracy of vehicle height adjustment in the static state, but also the 

control precision of the vehicle height and the stability of the vehicle attitude is ensured when road 

surface excitation is present.  
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a vehicle height adjustment algorithm based on the static equilibrium position of air
suspension is proposed according to the gas flow characteristics of the air suspension in the process
of inflating/deflating. The static equilibrium position is obtained using the unscented Kalman state
observer. On this basis, a fuzzy controller is designed to realize height adjustment of the vehicle.

The simulation results show that suspension height adjustment based on the static equilibrium
position not only improves the accuracy of vehicle height adjustment in the static state, but also the
control precision of the vehicle height and the stability of the vehicle attitude is ensured when road
surface excitation is present.

From the analysis of the experimental results, we can see that the application of the static equilibrium
position can achieve accurate adjustment of the vehicle height under various complex road conditions,
so as to ensure that the vehicle displays a comprehensive positive driving performance experience.
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